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Fluctuations in the number of irreversibly adsorbed particles
Zbigniew Adamczyk,a) Lilianna Szyk-Warszyńska, B. Siwek, and P. Weroński
Institute of Catalysis and Surface Chemistry Polish Academy of Science, Niezapominajek 8,
30-239 Cracow, Poland

~Received 17 May 2000; accepted 25 September 2000!

Fluctuations in the number of colloid particles adsorbed irreversibly under pure diffusion transport
conditions were determined as a function of surface density and ionic strength of the suspension.
The experiments were carried out for monodisperse polystyrene latex particles of micrometer size
range adsorbing irreversibly at mica surface. The surface density of adsorbed particles at various
areas was determined using the direct microscope observation method. A new experimental cell was
used enablingin situ observations of particles adsorption under conditions of negligible gravity
effects. It was found that the particle density fluctuations for high ionic strength were in a good
agreement with the theoretical results derived from the random sequential adsorption~RSA! model.
Also, the theoretical results stemming from the equilibrium scaled particle theory reflected the
experimental data satisfactorily. For lower ionic strength a deviation from the hard sphere behavior
was experimentally demonstrated. This effect due to the repulsive electrostatic interactions was
interpreted in terms of the effective hard particle concept. The universal dependence of variance on
particle density obtained in this way was found in a good agreement with the RSA model for all
ionic strength. These results proved that fluctuations in particle density of monolayer formed under
diffusional conditions differ fundamentally from these obtained under ballistic transport conditions.
© 2000 American Institute of Physics.@S0021-9606~00!71547-9#
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I. INTRODUCTION

Knowledge of colloid and bioparticle adsorption mech
nisms at solid/liquid interfaces is relevant for polymer a
colloid science, biophysics, and medicine, enabling one
control protein and cell separation, enzyme immobilizati
thrombosis, biofouling of membranes and artificial orga
etc. Furthermore, by measuring particle adsorption in mo
systems accessible for direct microscope studies, e.g., m
disperse colloid suspension, important information can
gained concerning mechanisms and kinetics of molecular
sorption difficult to study in a direct way. One of the attra
tive possibilities is the modeling by colloid systems dens
fluctuations occurring in adsorbed molecular layers, e
proteins or surfactants. It should be remembered that
lecular adsorption~including the important case of macro
molecule and protein adsorption! is proceeding under diffu-
sion controlled transport with negligible role of convectio
or external force. Therefore, in order to match closely
molecular adsorption pathways, the model colloid adsorp
studies should preferably be carried out for monolayers
tained under diffusion transport conditions. This would a
minimize the irreversibility effects pertinent to colloid pa
ticle adsorption at solid interfaces.

Despite the significance of this problem, few experime
tal works were reported in the literature dealing with dens
fluctuations in adsorbed colloid monolayers. The excepti
are the measurements reported in Refs. 1–4, dealing with
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case of external force~gravity! driven colloid particle ad-
sorption, referred to as the ballistic adsorption mechani
The particle density fluctuations were quantitatively e
pressed in terms of the reduced variances̄25s2/^Np&
~wheres is the standard deviation of the number of adsorb
particles and̂ Np& is the averaged number of particles p
given surface area!. A very interesting finding of these work
was that, despite a considerable difference in the pair co
lation functions, in all cases the functional dependence ofs̄2

on particle density was of similar character, close to the b
listic model predictions.1–4 This contradiction was inter-
preted in Ref. 4 as due to finite probability of particle rea
sorption after an initial unsuccessful adsorption attempt.

Other results reported in the literature5,6 for the case of a
weak external force were in agreement with the RSA mod
rather than with the ballistic model. Quite unexpectidly, t
results pertinent to equilibrium systems also reflected the
perimental data well. However, these results were obtai
under conditions when the gravity and hydrodynamic effe
due to fluid convection could influence particle adsorpti
mechanism. Therefore, the motivations of the present st
were to determine particle density fluctuations under pur
diffusion-controlled transport conditions with the extern
force and convection effects entirely eliminated. This w
achieved by using a new experimental cell with the mic
scope oriented horizontally, so gravity was directed para
to the adsorption plane. A further advantage in compari
with previously used arrangements7–9 is the option ofin situ
observation of adsorbed particle monolayer without dry
up the sample.
il:
6 © 2000 American Institute of Physics
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FIG. 1. A schematic view of the experimental cells:~a!
the diffusion cell~DC!; ~b! the radial impinging-jet cell.
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II. EXPERIMENT

A. The experimental cell

Particle adsorption experiments were performed us
the direct microscope observation method in the cell sho
schematically in Fig. 1~a!, referred to later on as the diffusio
cell ~DC!. The main part of the cell was a Teflon container
internal dimension 1.532.538 cm with a rectangular win-
dow in which a mica sheet was inserted, used as the subs
for particle adsorption. The container was placed under
microscope fixed to a movable stage which could be inclin
~rotated! by an anglew varied between zero~the microscope
oriented perpendicular as usual! and 90° with the microscope
oriented horizontally. In the latter case, gravity was direc
parallel to the mica sheet. With this arrangement, part
adsorption kinetics and distribution over mica surface co
be followed in situ using a video camera~Hamamatsu type
C-3077! coupled with an image processor and video
corder.

Except for the diffusion cell, some reference expe
ments were carried out in the impinging-jet cell shown sc
matically in Fig. 1~b!. The cell, used extensively before fo
similar studies,5,6,10,11consisted of a capillary tube of circula
cross section~internal diameter 0.2 cm! through which the
particle suspension was driven due to hydrostatic pres
difference. The pressure gradient determined the volume
flow rateQ of the suspension which was kept constant d
ing an experiment. The suspension stream leaving the c
lary was directed towards a perpendicularly placed m
sheet held fixed to the external tubing B due to the und
pressure prevailing in the cell. The suspension leaving
external tube was discarded. In this cell, the direction
gravity was perpendicular and opposite to the mica/liq
interface.

B. Materials and methods

The colloid particles used in our adsorption studies w
polystyrene latex suspensions synthesized in a surfactant
polymerization reaction carried out according to the meth
described in Ref. 12. The latex suspension were charge
bilized by ionic groups stemming from the initiator. By usin
a persulfate initiator, negatively charged suspensions w
synthesized whereas the use of the 2,28-azobis ~2-
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amidinopropane! dihydrochloride ~ABA ! initiator lead to
positively charged lattice suspensions. After synthesis,
latex was purified by steam distillation and by prolong
membrane filtration until the conductivity of filtrate reache
the value of water used for washing. The filtrates were a
checked for the presence of traces of initiator and nonrea
styrene using UV spectroscopy. The size distribution of la
suspensions was determined by ZM Coulter Counter. T
latex was stored in the form of a concentrated stock susp
sion ~10% by weight! which was indefinitely stable. Prior to
each experiment the suspension was diluted to the des
number concentration, whose value was determined
Coulter Counter.

Zeta potential of latex particles was determined as
function of ionic strength by microelectrophoresis using t
Brookhaven Zeta Pals apparatus. The crystallized KCl w
used for preparing the electrolyte solutions in triply distille
water. ThepH of these suspensions was equal to 5.8.

In our studies three latex samples were used: L18, L
~both negatively charged!, and L139 ~positively charged!.
For the sake of convenience the basic characteristics of t
lattices have been collected in Table I.

Natural ruby mica sheets, supplied by Mica and Mica
ite Supplies Ltd., England, were used as substrates in
adsorption experiments. In the case of positive latex, fres
cleaved mica sheets were used without any pretreatm
whereas for negative latex, mica sheets were conditione
231024 M AlCl 3 solution for 24 h at 80 °C. This procedur
converted the natural negative charge of mica to posi
charge which assured irreversible adsorption of negativ
charged latex particles. Before each experiment sheets w
thoroughly rinsed with distilled water and put on the top
the cell without letting the liquid film to evaporate.

Zeta potential of mica sheets was determined using

TABLE I. Colloid particle characteristics.

Colloid system
Size
@mm#

Density
at 20 °C

Zeta potentiala

z@mV#

Latex L18 1.060.08 1.05 254
Latex L70 0.8760.07 1.05 250
Latex L139 1.160.08 1.05 150

aAt I 51024 M.
AIP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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streaming potential method in the plane-parallel cell
scribed in detail elsewhere.13 Two thin mica sheets were
placed between the Teflon blocks separated by a 0.025
thick Teflon gasket serving as a spacer. The parallel p
channel was formed by clamping the Teflon blocks toget
with two mica sheets and the spacer between them, usi
press under constant torque conditions.

The streaming potentialEs , occurring when an electro
lyte was flowing through the cell under regulated and c
stant hydrostatic pressure difference, was measured usin
two Ag/AgCl electrodes. The zeta potential of the mi
sheets was calculated using the improved Smoluchowski
mula, accounting for the contribution stemming from spa
walls.13 It was found that the zeta potential of bare~un-
treated! mica was varied between26065 mV and 290
68 mV, for the ionic strength 1023 M and 231025 M KCl
used in our experiments. On the other hand, the AlCl3 treated
mica exhibited the zeta potential of130 to 160 mV for the
same range of ionic strength.

Particle adsorption experiments involving the DC ha
been carried out according to a carefully elaborated pro
dure aimed at minimizing the nonuniform concentration d
tribution effects. Hence, the cell with the freshly mount
mica window was fastened on the microscope stage and
whole set was inclined to the horizontal position. Then,
cell was filled with a stirred latex suspension of appropri
particle concentration and particle adsorption was follow
in situ in real time using the video recorder system. T
recorded signal was used subsequently for evaluating the
netic adsorption curves, i.e., the dependencies of surface
centration on adsorption timet. The surface concentration o
adsorbed particlesN was obtained by counting the number
particlesNp found over a given surface areaDS, typically
the size of a few thousandsmm2. The dimensionless surfac
coverage was then calculated asQ5pa2^Np&/DS ~wherea
is the particle radius and̂Np& is the averaged value ofNp!.

The variance of particle distributions was determined
cording to a different procedure. First, particle adsorpt
was continued until the desired surface coverageQ was at-
tained ~this adsorption time was estimated from previou
recorded kinetic curves!. Then, the adsorption experime
was stopped by replacing the latex suspension by pure e
trolyte solution and images of irreversible adsorbed partic
were collected over equal-sized, nonoverlapping larger
face areasDS chosen at random over the interface. The ar
DS were divided into subareasDs in such a way that the
averaged surface concentration^Np /Ds& was equal to ap-
proximately 40 or 10. The number of the areas was var
between 100 and 500 in order to make the overall numbe
particles counted equal 5000–20 000. It should also
pointed out that due to very large observation area of the
cell, comparable with cm2 the overall population of adsorbe
particles was very large, exceeding 106 for Q.0.02. This
ensured that the explicit and implicit size effects connec
with a finite number of particles within the population us
for variance analysis could be entirely neglected. The re
tive variance of particle concentration distribution was c
culated directly from the definition
Downloaded 01 Sep 2002 to 130.132.101.191. Redistribution subject to 
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wherena is the number of subareasDs.
A very similar procedure was used for determining t

variance in the case of the impinging-jet cell. Particle s
pension was driven through the cell at such a rateQ that the
Reynolds number Re5Q/pRn ~where n is the liquid kine-
matic viscosity! was very low, equal to 0.6. Then, after th
desired adsorption time calculated from previous kinetic
periments, pure electrolyte solution was streamed thro
the cell and the variance of adsorbed particle distribution w
determined as above.

Since many experiments on particle adsorption kine
have been done in the literature in a stepwise manner,7–9 we
have also performed a series of variance measuremen
this way. In this case, freshly cleaved mica sheet was
mersed in a latex particle suspension. After a given adso
tion time ~ranging from 15 min to 80 h! the samples were
removed from the suspension and carefully rinsed with tri
distilled water without allowing the water film to evaporat
Then, the wet sheet in contact with electrolyte for the wh
time was placed under the microscope. Images taken f
various areas, chosen at random, were used for evalua
the averaged surface concentration of particles and the v
ance as described above.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

All experiments reported hereafter were performed
pH 5.8 for three ionic strength values equal to 1023, 1024,
and 231025 M, fixed by addition of a given amount of KCl
For this range of ionic strength the latex suspensions w
indefinitely stable, showing no presence of aggregates in
bulk as checked in a series of preliminary experiments. Si
larly, aggregates have very infrequently been found at
surface so their presence can be neglected. This can qu
tively be observed in the micrographs shown in Fig. 2 o
tained for the L18 latex forI 51024 M and nb55.16
3109 cm23 ~Q50.1 and 0.3, respectively!. As can be ob-
served in this figure, particle distributions are statistica
uniform with no tendency to clustering, as is often the ca
when the particle monolayer is dried before microscope
amination. This confirms that the particles once adsor
were irreversibly bound to the surface with no tendency
lateral motion.

The uniformity of particle distribution was confirme
quantitatively by a thorough variance analysis of particle s
face concentration performed according to the method
scribed above. The grid used for variance determinat
(^Np&510) is also shown in Fig. 2. In order to select prop
surface concentration range for variance analysis, a serie
kinetic experiments has been performed in which the dep
dence ofQ on adsorption time was determined for vario
ionic strength. These experiments have been discusse
some detail elsewhere.9 Here, we present typical results ob
tained for the L18 latex for the above ionic strength valu
As can be seen in Fig. 3, the increase inQ can be expressed
AIP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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for short times as a linear function of the square root of tim
i.e.,

Q5pa22nbAD`t, ~1!

whereD` is the diffusion coefficient of a particle calculate
from the Stokes equation, equal to 4.331029 cm2/s for the
L18 latex. Validity of this equation indicates that in our e
periments particle adsorption occurred under purely dif
sional transport mechanism with no contribution due to na
ral convection, as observed by Semmleret al.8

However, for adsorption time longer than 1 h, whenQ
exceeded 0.2, the experimental data deviate significa
from the square root of time dependence as a result of
face exclusion effects~often called blocking effects! dis-
cussed extensively elsewhere.11 The experimental kinetic
runs were interpreted in terms of the theoretical appro
based on numerical solution of the bulk mass transfer eq
tion with the nonlinear boundary condition, describing t

FIG. 2. The micrographs showing the distribution of adsorbed latex
ticles at mica obtained forI 51024 M. ~a! Q50.1, ~b! Q50.3.
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surface exclusion effects.9 The blocking functionB(Q) used
for expressing the boundary conditions was taken from
classical RSA model. It was approximated by the equatio9

B~Q!5~110.812Q̄10.426Q̄210.0716Q̄3!~12Q̄!3, ~2!

where Q̄5Q/Qmx and Qmx is the maximum~saturation!
coverage. As can be observed in Fig. 3, the theoretical
sults, marked by the solid lines, describe well the experim
tal data for the entire range of adsorption time. A charac
istic feature of the kinetic runs shown in Fig. 3 is that f
very long adsorption time a limiting~saturation! value ofQ
is attained (Qmx) which increases with ionic strength of th
suspension. It was determined experimentally that for
sorption time of 80 h the limitingQmx values were 0.47,
0.40, and 0.34 forI 51023, 1024, and 231025 M, respec-
tively. For the sake of convenience these data are collecte
Table II. Notice that the value of 0.47 determined forI
51023 M approaches close to the limiting value for ha
~noninteracting! spheres, found by numerical simulation
be 0.547. It is interesting that this limiting~jamming! value
is the same for the random sequential adsorption~RSA! and

r-

FIG. 3. Adsorption kinetics of latex particles~the L18 sample! at mica
expressed as the coverageQ vs At dependencies;nb55.163109 cm23. ~1!
l for I 51023 M; ~2! m for I 51024 M; ~3! j for I 5231025 M. The
continuous lines denote the exact numerical solutions of the diffusion tr
port equation with the blocking function calculated from Eq.~2!; the dotted
line shows the results stemming from the limiting formulaQ
5pa22nbAD`t.

TABLE II. Latex L18 data.

I @M # (ka)21 h* /a
Qmx

~theoretical!
Qmx

~experimental!

1023 0.019 0.05a 0.49a 0.47
1024 0.060 0.17a 0.40a 0.40
231025 0.135 0.36b 0.32b 0.34

aValues calculated from Eqs.~3! and ~4!.
bValues obtained from Monte Carlo simulations.
AIP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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diffusion random sequential adsorption~DRSA! models.14

By contrast, in the case of the ballistic model the limitingQ`

value was found to be 0.62.15

The deviation of the value measured forI 51023 M from
the hard particle jamming limit can be attributed to the el
trostatic repulsion between the adsorbed and adsorbing
ticles. The range of these interactions is governed prima
by the double-layer thickness given by the expression

Le/a5~ka!215~«kT/8pe2Ia2!1/2,

where« is the dielectric constant of water,k is the Boltz-
mann constant,T is absolute temperature, ande is the el-
ementary charge.

The values of theLe/a parameter calculated for the L1
latex at various ionic strength are listed in Table II.

Knowing Le, one can calculate the effective range
electrostatic interactionh* from the formula derived
elsewhere16

h*

a
5

1

2
~ka!21F ln

u0

uch
2~ka!21 lnS 11

h0*

a D G , ~3!

where h0* /a51/2(ka)21 ln(u0 /uch), u058«a(kT/e)2

3tanh2(ze/4kT), z is the zeta potential of the particle, an
uch is the characteristic energy equal to 1.5 kT.9

As can be seen in Table II, theh* /a parameter varies
between 5% of particle geometrical radius forI 51023 M to
36% for I 5231025. Using theh* concept, one can als
estimate the maximum coverage for interacting partic
from the formula9

Qmx5Q`

1

S 11
h*

a D 2 . ~4!

As can be deduced from Table II, the theoretical predictio
stemming from Eq.~4! agree reasonably well with our ex
perimental data. This behavior was observed for other
perimental systems as well,7,8,11 which suggests that the e
fective hard particle concept is useful for interpretation
adsorption kinetic measurements involving electrostatic
interacting particles.

One of the goals of this work was to check if the effe
tive hard particle concept is also applicable for interpretat
of experimental results concerning density fluctuations in
sorbed particle layers. In Fig. 4 the dependence ofs̄2 on
particle coverageQ is presented, obtained for the highe
ionic strengthI 51023 M when the correction due to electro
static repulsion remains rather minor. As can be seen,
data obtained for̂Np&510 are for the entireQ range studied
~0.03–0.45!, well above analogous data determined
^Np&540. This deviation seems to confirm the theoreti
predictions elaborated in Refs. 17 and 18 suggesting that
to boundary effects thes̄2 vs Q dependence for finite-size
systems should be given be the equation

s̄25s̄0
21S pa2

Ds D 1/2

y1~Q!1
pa2

Ds
y2~Q!, ~5!

wheres̄0
2 is the reduced variance for an infinite subsyste

Ds is the area of the subsystem, andy1(Q), y2(Q) are the
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correction functions. Romanet al.18 have determined thes
functions analytically up to the order ofQ2 for the RSA
case, whereas Sengeret al.17 gave numerical fits valid for an
arbitrary range ofQ in the form

y15
64

3p3/2Q27.14Q222.22Q319.76Q4,

~6!
y2520.778Q13.72Q228.48Q316.07Q4.

In our case, for̂ Np&540 andQ50.05, the surface area o
the subsystem Ds5^Np&pa2/Q was 630mm2~6.3
31026 cm2!; thus, the ratiopa2/Ds was equal to 0.0011
This indicates that the correction due to they2 function was
negligible, whereas the correction stemming from they1

function was 0.006, which is less than 1% of the measu
s̄2 value. For̂ Np&510, the correction to the measureds̄2 is
about 1.5%. As can be seen in Fig. 4, the difference am
the experimental data measured for^Np&540 and ^Np&
510 was considerably larger than this estimate, about 5
10%. One may suspect, therefore, that beside the system
deviation connected with the boundary effects another sou
of experimental scatter appeared. This was probably du
uncertainty in assigning particles located to the boundary
given surface element. This effect is expected to incre
proportionally with the ratio of the number of particles clo
to the periphery to the overall number of particles on t
area, i.e., to the (a2/Ds)1/2, analogously as for they2 func-
tion.

For Q50.4, according to Eq.~6!, the correction stem-
ming from they2 function equals 0.047 for̂Np&540 and
0.095 for^Np&510. As can be seen in Fig. 4, unlike the lo
coverage limit, this theoretical prediction is in good agre
ment with experimentally observed difference ins̄2 between
^Np&540 and^Np&510. From this estimation one may ex
pect that for higher surface coverage,s̄2 measured for sub-
systems of very large surface area~when ^Np&→`! should
be about 0.05 smaller than the experimental data show

FIG. 4. Thes2/^Np& dependence on the coverageQ; the points denote
experimental results obtained for ionic strengthI 51023 M. j for the L
139 latex, ^Np&540; h for the L139 latex, ^Np&510; d for the L18
latex, ^Np&540; s for the L18 latex,^Np&510. The inverted triangles
denote the RSA simulation results~full symbols for ^Np&540 and empty
symbols for^Np&510); the continuous line denotes the results stemm
from the SPT theory, Eq.~7!, and the dotted line represents the theoreti
predictions derived from the ballistic model.
AIP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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Fig. 4 for ^Np&540. However, a direct experimental proof
this predictions would be difficult due to the necessity
considering very large particle populations and limited qu
ity of the image for high coverage as a result of multip
light scattering.

These analytical estimates, derived for the RSA mod
are further supported by the good agreement of the exp
mental data with the numerical simulations, also shown
Fig. 4 by reversed triangles. The simulations were perform
according to the RSA model of soft~interacting! spheres as
described in detail elsewhere.6,11,16This finding is rather un-
expected because in the RSA model all effects associ
with particle diffusion are neglected. One may therefore s
pect that the agreement is due to the limited accuracy of
experimental method and cannot be exploited as a dec
proof to validate the RSA model. Indeed, the results deri
for equilibrium systems from the scaled particle theory19,20

~SPT! also reflect well the experimental data for the ent
range of coverage. In this case,s̄2 is given by the analytica
formula

s̄25pa2kTS ]p

]Q D 21

5
~12Q!3

11Q
, ~7!

wherep is the 2D pressure of the equilibrium hard sphe
fluid.

The good agreement between experimental data and
SPT theory is probably due to compensation of the ab
analyzed boundary effect with the error associated with p
ticle interactions described by theh* /a parameter. Both ef-
fects, acting oppositely, are of the order of 0.05~in absolute
numbers! for the range of surface coverage 0.3–0.5.

Despite these limitations, however, the results shown
Fig. 4 demonstrate quite unequivocally that the depende
of s̄2 on Q measured for diffusion controlled transport co
ditions deviates in character from that predicted by the b
listic model1–3 depicted in Fig. 4 by the dotted line. In th
respect our results differ from previous measurements
cussed in Refs. 1–4. This can be attributed to the gra
effects which were always present in those experiments.

The data discussed above were obtained under co
tions when the electrostatic interactions played a minor r
so their influence ons̄2 was of the order of experimenta
error. For lower ionic strength, due to increased value
h* /a as discussed above, the role of electrostatic interact
should be more significant. This can be observed in Fig
and 6, where the data obtained forI 51024 and I 52
31025 M are collected. In Fig. 5 we have also shown f
comparison the results obtained in the impinging-jet cel
Re50.6. Despite the spread of experimental data, one
deduce that there was no statistically significant differe
among results obtained for different cells and lattices~either
positively or negatively charged!. Analogously, as forI
51023 M, in the case of lower ionic strength the resu
obtained for̂ Np&540 are well below the results determine
for ^Np&510. It also seems that the simulations perform
according to the RSA model are in good agreement with
experimental data for lower ionic strength as well. In co
trast, the analytical results calculated from Eq.~7! for an
equilibrium hard particle system overestimate the exp
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mental data, especially for the lowest ionic strength val
Since this deviation is well above the experimental er
bound, one may conclude that the results shown in Fig
and 6 confirm unequivocally the significance of electrosta
interactions in fluctuation phenomena within adsorbed p
ticle layers. A quantitative interpretation of this behavior w
attempted by introducing the above effective hard parti
concept. Within the scope of this model, the effective p
ticle coverageQ̄ is defined in analogy to Eq.~4! as follows:

Q̄5Q~11h* /a!2. ~8!

Using this definition, all the experimental results obtained
various ionic strength can be transformed to one unive
dependences̄2 vs Q̄, which is plotted in Fig. 7. As can be

FIG. 5. Thes2/^Np& vs the coverageQ; the points denote experimenta
results obtained for ionic strengthI 51024 M. j for the L139 latex,
^Np&540; l for the L139 latex in the impinging-jet cell,̂Np&540; h for
the L139 latex,^Np&510; d for the L18 latex,̂ Np&540; s for the L18
latex, ^Np&510, m for the L70 latex,^Np&540. The inverted triangles
denote the RSA simulation results~full symbols for ^Np&540 and empty
symbols for^Np&510!; the continuous line denotes the results stemm
from the SPT theory, Eq.~7!.

FIG. 6. Thes2/^Np& dependence on the coverageQ; the points denote
experimental results obtained for ionic strengthI 5231025 M. j for the
L139 latex,^Np&540; h for the L139 latex,^Np&510; d for the L18
latex, ^Np&540; s for the L18 latex,^Np&510. The inverted triangles
denote the RSA simulation results~full symbols for ^Np&540 and empty
symbols^Np&510!; the continuous line denotes the results stemming fr
the SPT theory, Eq.~7!.
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seen, the experimental data corrected in this way can be
accounted for by the theoretical dependence stemming f
Eq. ~7!, valid for hard particle equilibrium systems. How
ever, a statistically significant deviation from the ‘‘mast
curve’’ is observed for the moderate surface coverage ra
i.e., 0.1,Q̄,0.3 and lower ionic strength, which sugges
that the effective hard particle concept can only be treate
an approximate model. Nevertheless, the data shown in
7, covering practically the entire range of ionic strength o
curring in experiments carried out under diffusion controll
transport conditions, can be exploited as useful reference
ues for estimating accuracy of variance measurements.

IV. CONCLUDING REMARKS

The direct observation method applied in this wo
proved useful for a quantitative determination of fluctuati
phenomena occurring under diffusion controlled adsorpt
regime pertinent to colloids and proteins. The experimen
results demonstrated that for higher ionic strength the dep
dence ofs̄2 on adsorbed particle density can satisfactorily
described by the RSA model and the SPT theory, formula
for 2D equilibrium phase of hard spheres. Our finding d
fers, therefore, from the ballistic model predictions.

FIG. 7. The universal graph showing the dependence ofs2/^Np& on the

effective coverageQ̄5Q(11h* /a)2; the points denote the transforme
experimental results obtained for^Np&540. h for the L139 latex, I
51023 M; j for the L139 latex, I51024 M; l for the L139 latex in the
impinging-jet cell, I51024 M; � for the L139 latex, I5231025 M; s for
the L18 latex,I 51023 M; d for the L18 latex,I 51024 M; % for the L18
latex, I 5231025 M; m for the L70 latexI 51024 M. The inverted tri-
angles~full symbols! denote the RSA simulation results and the continuo
line denotes the results stemming from the SPT theory, Eq.~7!.
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The results obtained for lower ionic strength, when ele
trostatic interactions among particles become significant,
be accounted for in an approximate way by introducing
effective hard particle concept.

It can be expected that the universal graph showing
s2/^Np& vs Q̄ dependence can be exploited for detecting a
heterogeneities in surface charge or initial particle concen
tion distribution.

The results obtained support the hypothesis that col
particles susceptible for directin situ observations can be
used as convenient systems to mimic fluctuations occur
in equilibrium systems.
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